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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a new fully automatic approach for multi-view urban scene reconstruction. Our algorithm is 
based on the Manhattan-World assumption, which can provide compact models while preserving fidelity of synthetic 
architectures. Starting from a dense point cloud, we extract its main axes by global optimization, and construct a non-
uniform volume based on them. A graph model is created from volume facets rather than voxels. Appropriate edge 
weights are defined to ensure the validity and quality of the surface reconstruction. Compared with the common point-
cloud-to-model methods, the proposed methodology exploits image information to unveil the real structures of holes in 
the point cloud. Experiments demonstrate the encouraging performance of the algorithm. 

Keywords: multi-view stereo, 3D reconstruction, structure from motion, Manhattan-World, graph-cut. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
3D reconstruction is one of the core problems in computer vision. Past decades have witnessed the development of 

various modeling techniques, from depth cameras to aerial LiDAR. However, the inflexibility, high cost, and difficulty 
in capturing color information have limited the applications of these techniques in many areas. Through widely available 
internet applications such as Flickr and Google image, it is not difficult to obtain images of a typical object such as a 
building from various views. The availability of such resources also make image based 3D reconstruction more popular. 
Multi-view reconstruction is however difficult. Most solutions rely on manual interactive process which is acceptable for 
reconstructing small scenes, but not for a large scale urban scene. This paper describes a novel 3D reconstruction method 
we have developed to tackle the challenges of reconstructing large scale urban scenes. 

Several automatic 3D reconstruction methods have been developed. Volumetric approaches are widely used in 
image-based reconstruction because of their flexibility and simplicity. The approaches often use 2D projections of object 
contours and discretization of the space into uniform voxels [1, 2]. They are however limited by the tradeoff between 
volume resolution and computational cost, rendering them unsuitable for reconstructing large scale scenes.  

Other approaches separate the overall 3D reconstruction into two sub-processes: Computer Vision (CV) process and 
Computer Graphics (CG) process. The CV step reconstructs a dense point cloud via structure from motion (SfM) [3-5], 
and the CG step reconstructs the surface based on the dense point cloud. Point clouds are very suitable for large scale 
scene reconstruction, as points can be handled more easily. The CG step requires the point cloud to form a manifold and 
to be dense everywhere. However, some observing angles are difficult to capture. Thus the obtained surfaces are open 
surface rather than manifolds. In addition, urban scenes are usually lacking of textures which lead to large holes in the 
point cloud created by SfM. 

Automatic urban scene reconstruction algorithms usually follow the CV and CG process. They require certain 
assumptions to be made according to the common structures of synthetic architectures. Manhattan-World assumption [6], 
piece-wise planar priors [7], or triangle meshes combined with various shape primitives [8] are widely used to make the 
models succinct. Urban scene reconstruction based on these assumptions is closer to real situations. However, their 
complexity depends on predefined model parameters, rather than the complexity of the scene itself. Methods for  
processing large scale urban scene data can be very complex [3]. 

In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed, which is based on the Manhattan-World assumption. It extracts plane 
hypotheses from the point cloud, and constructs a non-uniform volume, as discussed in section 2. This volume can be 
used to improve the accuracy of 3D reconstruction and tackle the limitation of scalability widely seen in common 
volumetric methods. In section3, image information is utilized to guide the reconstruction and identify whether those 
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holes in the point cloud should be filled as parts of the surface or be left as genera on the manifold. The surface is finally 
obtained through graph-cut. Experimental results are shown in section 4, and conclusion is drawn in section 5. 

 

2. NON-UNIFORM VOLUME CONFIGURATION 
SfM is employed in our algorithm first to create a point cloud { }iP . Most of the SfM algorithms can be used, such as 

those described in [3] and [4]. The volume planes are extracted by clustering and are non-uniform, which means that the 
voxels in the volume are cuboids rather than cubes. This does not affect the accuracy of the solution. Most of object 
planes in urban scene can be located on a volume plane. 

2.1 Main Direction Calculation 
Under Manhattan-World assumption, the scene is composed of planes whose normal vectors are parallel to three 

mutually orthonormal directions respectively, which are called as main directions. We calculate normal vectors of points 
from their neighbors through PCA and choose the main directions as below: 

 
3

1 1

arg max ( )
N

j iR i j
n ,Reδ

= =
∑∑ v , (1) 

where ie  is one of the initial orthonormal basis and jn
v  is the normal vector of a point. R  represents the rotation of initial 

basis. ( )δ  is the voting function implying that two normal vectors are close enough. 

The problem is non-convex and the search space is large. Thus it is hard to get a globally optimal solution. We solve 
this problem by branch-and-bound algorithm [9], which utilizes interval analysis to effectively reduce the scale of search 
space and guarantees a global optimum. After a proper rotation is determined according to (1), the original point cloud is 
aligned with the proper coordinate system based on this selected rotation. 

2.2 Plane Hypothesis 
Given the axes of the volume, our algorithm needs to determine plane hypotheses in order to construct the non-

uniform volume. The surface of the object is represented by collections of those plane hypotheses at different positions 
of different areas. As each plane is perpendicular to only one main direction, its position can be indicated according to 
the intersection of the plane and the corresponding main direction. 

Many clustering algorithms can be applied. In this paper, improved mean-shift [10] is employed, because it is 
efficient and can position the cluster centers more accurately. The choice of parameters should be to get more clusters in 
order not to miss many planes. The bandwidth B  is the mean of nearest neighbor distance of all points. To further speed 
up the process, KD-tree [11] is exploited to accelerate the nearest neighbor query. 

 

3. MODEL EXTRACTION 
Traditional volumetric algorithms [1, 12] regard reconstruction as voxel selection. Inspired by [13], our 

reconstruction algorithm focuses on the facets of the volume. A graph model is created based on the facets, where edges 
reflect the smoothness of adjacent facets and the consistency of those facets to the point cloud. 

Such graph structure can generate more reliable surfaces. If the graph model is built on voxels, it has to distinguish 
graph nodes inside or outside of surfaces in order to represent the proper manifold. In our method, the graph model only 
needs to tell out the nodes on or off the surface which is indicated directly by photo consistency. 

3.1 Boundary Surfaces 
We first roughly calculate inner and outer boundaries because graph-cut needs separated sink and source nodes. 

Simple heuristic is exploited in our algorithm. The inner boundary is defined as the surface containing the largest volume 
which does not occlude any 3D point from its visible view. The outer one is the surface with smallest volume which is 
not occluded by any 3D point. They can be easily extracted by binary Markov Random Field from the volume, which 
regards voxels as nodes and labels them as inside or outside. To get inner boundary, occluding voxels are penalized and 
inside nodes are assigned small negative cost values to get a maximum volume. For outer boundary, occluded voxels are 
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penalized and outside nodes are assigned small positive cost values. In both cases, there are non-smoothness costs for 
edges linking neighboring nodes with different labels. The facets between inside and outside voxels form the boundary 
surfaces. 

3.2 Surface Reconstruction 
Given the boundaries of the surface, we construct a graph on the volume voxels between them, where voxel facets iF  

correspond to nodes, and intersecting facets are connected by undirected edges ije . Note that two coincident facets of 
different orientations are represented by two separated graph nodes which are not connected.  

 
Figure 1.  Graph structure of the non-uniform volume 

We can formulate the original surface reconstruction as an optimization problem, where the cost function to be 
minimized can be expressed as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )E S NC S dS NS S dS= ⋅ + ⋅∫ ∫ , (2) 

where S  represents the surface, ( )NC S  expresses the inconsistency between the surface and point cloud, and ( )NS S  
measures its non-smoothness [14]. They can be discretized into ( )iNC F  for facets and ( )ijNS e  for edges. 

Visibility conflicts are reflected by ( )iNC F . If a facet occludes a point along its visible view or is occluded by it, 
facet conflicts are present. We query each point’s visibility on all input images. Conflicts can be determined by simple 
depth comparison and ( )iNC F  can be defined as: 

 ( )( ) 1 ijC
i iNC F e S−∑= − ⋅ , (3) 

where iS  is the area of facet iF . ijC  equals to the confidence of point jP  if it conflicts with jF , and zero otherwise. Note 
that both visibility and confidence are calculated directly from the point cloud and input images [4]. 

( )ijNS e  is normally constant α  in most algorithms to maintain the smoothness of the surface. However, it imposes 
naïve surface shrinkage which will cause artifacts. In this paper, we keep the non-smooth ridges of the surface along the 
contours on input images. As shown in figure 1, there are two different edges: non-coplanar edges (red lines) and 
coplanar edges (blue lines). They are considered differently because the former ones correspond to non-smooth surface 
ridges, while the latter ones only imply the surfaces. Thus a non-coplanar edges which is not consistent with input 
images should be penalized more heavily than others. We first query all facets’ visibility [4], and use iV  to represent the 
set of visible views of iF . ( )ijNS e  is set to be 10α  if and only if ije  is non-coplanar and the projection of ∪i jF F  onto 
any view of i jV V∩  does not intersects its image contours. Therefore, for those facets in the middle of surface planes, 
this term imposes shrinkage and ridges will be restricted along the locations of image contours. Those contours should be 
parallel to one of the three main directions under Manhattan-World assumption. As vanishing points are known for all 
images, they can easily be extracted by edge detection and simplified Hough transformation because there are only three 
possible common points of those edges and the only degree of freedom is the polar angle. 

Edge weights are formulated as: 
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 ( )1 ( ) ( ) ( )
2ij i j ijw NC F NC F NS e= + + . (4) 

Facets coincide inner or outer boundaries are linked to sink or source respectively. They are assigned with infinite 
weights. Then the surface reconstruction is achieved through a min-cut. Since this cost function is sub-modular, graph-
cut can be solved within polynomial time as [14] has proved. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 
We have tested our algorithm on several real datasets. Figure 2 shows typical examples. It shows that large portion of 

areas is lack of textures, and only two facades are captured by the photos. 

 
Figure 2.  4 of 10 input images (first row) and corresponding screen shots of the point cloud (second row) and the 3D model (third row) 

PMVS [4] is used as the initial SfM algorithm in our approach. Figure 2 shows that the point cloud contains a lot of 
large holes, which will cause great uncertainty during surface reconstruction. The rectangles highlight holes in the point 
cloud. Some of them are real empty spaces on the building and others are fake holes which are supposed to be part of 
surfaces. This will cause extreme difficulties to surface reconstruction because it is difficult to determine whether it is 
necessary to fill in these holes. Manhattan-World assumption allows us to expand scattered points into surface because it 
assigns simple structures (planes with three orientations) to the surface areas, and locates the ridges only at certain 
positions. The surface can be reconstructed with more certainty because there are few possible structures for those holes 
in the point cloud under the smoothness prior: genera or smooth surface. In addition, image information is exploited in 
our algorithm to help determine those structures. On the contrary, typical CG algorithms cannot sort out the problems 
caused by such holes since they do not have clues for surface structure. The result shows that our algorithm is able to 
restore most of its topology correctly. However, there are still some areas with wrong topology (green rectangles) 
because only one photo contains the inner part of that hole, and it is impossible for SfM to restore 3D information from a 
single view. 

Moreover, the views only contain two sides of the building, which will lead to an open surface for many surface 
reconstruction methods. However, our approach works well because clusters naturally form a tight bounding box to 
complete the manifold in our algorithm. Although there are no views of the rooftop and other two facades, points on the 
edge of the existing facades can generate planes to bound the 3D model and form a closed surface. 

Our volume structure reduces the complexity of reconstruction significantly because it is non-uniform and is 
generated from clustering. Small details can be captured, while large structures do not need to be separated into massive 
voxels, as uniform volume does. In the experiments, there are only 67 planes in the volume extracted from mean-shift 
clustering, which makes the volume and graph model quite tractable. On the contrary, uniform volume needs over 
100000 voxels for this example to maintain those details in our results, since the scale of the smallest facet in our volume 
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is 1/50 of the scale of the whole model. This implies that the complexity of the algorithm depends on the scene 
complexity rather than predefined modeling parameters. It makes the proposed method scalable to handle large scenes, 
because they usually contain both large compact structures and small details. Sampling the whole scene uniformly by 
fixed parameters in such situation will either miss more details or lead to huge complexity for the large structures, which 
may just consist of several planes. In addition planes in our volume can represent real planes more accurately, while 
common methods based on uniform volumes need further steps to adjust plane aliases [6]. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
We propose a multi-view 3D reconstruction algorithm for urban scenes based on Manhattan-World assumption in 

this paper. Non-uniform volume is exploited to ensure efficiency and accuracy. The graph structure is constructed from 
voxel faces to avoid uncertainty. Edge weights are defined according to images to guide surface reconstruction for large 
holes. Experimental results show that the proposed method can handle main difficulties for scene reconstruction. 
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